looks and sees the aeroplane fly overhead, emancipated from make-
believe, free to be itself and be true to itself. He looks and sees the steam-
ship ride the seas, triumphant as the superb thing it is, for what it isf sees
the motor car becoming more the machine it should be, daily less like a
horse and buggy, gradually acquiring freedom to be itself for what it is.
In all modern mobilizations or utensils whatsoever in architecture,
awakening, he may see this age of the machine more freely declaring for
Freedom to express the simple facts of structure^ Malformations of
material and the misuse of tools and utensils grow less.
I believe that in the new uses of these new and valid economic stan-
dards in architecture here enumerated, you may see and measure the cure
for the causes of oncoming urban decay. And urban decay may be a real
service rendered twentieth-century mankind by what we are here calling
the'Machine'.
Well, up to and including the nineteenth century, mechanical forces
did place a premium upon centralization. None the less, twentieth-
century mobilizations—electrifications in multiple forms—are advance
agents of decentralization and fresh integration.
It is not so difficult to see now that man has only to get this monster,
the Machine, into the service of his trained imagination and get machine-
increment where it belongs—into the hands of his better self—and the
big city is a survival fit only for burial: dead. The natural consequence of
that grand mechanical success which today is only a form of human
excess. A finer ideal of machine-age luxury as primarily human is
coming out of, or coming along with, our modern architecture today.
And this will live to bury the corpse of every great city in America.
Some day.
Meantime journeyman, beggarman, merchant, chief—bewarfc! This
group of ideas is set forth here as one great demand for a finer integ-
rity of human life, and we must repudiate any symbol it may itself
create as likely to relapse into imitations as minds are now educated in
our popular colleges. Institutions are the enemies of creative thought and
work.
Nor can this new sense of reality look to any ready-made abstraction—
Greek, Hindu, Chinese, whatever is authority. This thought must look
all full in the eye for the impostor it may finally become by way of current
standardized philosophy. Whatsoever.
Yes, I must and I do believe that this new demand for life as organic—
therefore life as itself a noble kind of architecture—architecture is life—
must read first lessons afresh in the great book of creation itself, despising
with the fervour of youth all that lives either ashamed or afraid to live an
honest life as itself : proud to Eve for what it is or may become because
of its own nature.
A common integrity of life will then carry these five significances as
one great integrity to full expression as the great Usouian architecture of
Life, the great universal life of our own true democracy*
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